
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just the other day we were wishing all of you 

a happy New Year and now the year really 

feels very old. In the last three months we 

have experienced an amazing running around 

and kept hoping that it would get better; but 

with each step it is getting more intense. 

I have decided to take a break and share with 

you, our valued supporters and the would-be 

supporters, what has kept us busy and how 

the journey is unfolding. 

 We have read with sadness the news that 

some small and big NPOs across the country 

are closing shop. You can imagine the 

gratitude that we have, seeing ourselves still 

open for business and growing.  

The beginning of 2013 brought us our first 

funding from the National Lottery and our 

first experience of   “tagged” funding with 

specific time frames for its spending. We are 

experiencing growth in all aspects of our 

organisational life and this report will seek to 

share with you just that. 

As we grow we want to appreciate those who 

were first to lend us their helping hand when 

we sought funding to start Lintle operations 

way back in 2004. It has been a challenging 

journey but we have appreciated each step 

because it made us stronger and refined our 

faith in a beautiful future. In one of his state 

of the Nation address, the former president of 

South Africa, challenged South Africans to 

work so hard that we shall “go out with joy 

and be led out with peace. The mountains and 

the hills shall break forth into singing before 

us; and all the trees of the land shall clap their 

hands in celebration of a season of joy for all 

our people”. 

The concept of Mr Mbeki of “celebration of a 

season of joy for all our people” which he 

attached to the words of the prophet Isaiah, 

appealed to me greatly. I continue to be 

intrigued by the joy that I see on people’s 

faces as we affect their lives in our Lintle way; 

awakening them into the amazing possibilities 

in South Africa and more importantly, within 

themselves; showing them how much they 

can do to create their own solutions to life, 

and squash the dignity-stealing monsters out 

of their lives and welcome wealth creation, 

health for all, character and other important 

aspects of life which occupy our community 

outreach projects space. 

I challenge all of you to join me in making this 

dream a reality every day: To commit 

ourselves to performing our tasks and 

delivering service to the nation to an extent 

that the mountains and the hills of South 

Africa will clap their hands in celebration of a 

season of joy for all of our people. 

Khotso, pula, nala! 



Team matters 

A project coordinator for Lintle 

 

 

 

 

 

The beginning of the year saw our administrative full time volunteer Ayanda leaving us in 

order to focus on her business. It was anyway, time to find a project coordinator. 3 

candidates were shortlisted for the project coordinator post and Lerato Makhele joined us 

in this position from the beginning of March. Hailing from Bloemfontein, Lerato brings quite 

some experience from World vision Lesotho and her presence has brought very much 

needed relief. Welcome to our family Lerato! 

Staff development 

Telkom Foundation Training 

The office team attended a Woman Entrepreneurship Programme (WEP) run by the 

University of Pretoria (UP) and generously sponsored by the Telkom Foundation. You will 

remember that we ended 2012 by training 13 aspiring entrepreneurs ourselves. This training 

therefore provided much insight for enterprise development which is going to be a focus for 

Lintle for many years to come.  

Consumer health Information workshop 

The American Embassy and Library Association of South Africa (LIASA) invited our executive 

director to a three day workshop on disseminating health information to the communities. 

This invitation resulted from a brewing possible collaboration relationship between Lintle 

Community and the Medunsa library.  

The workshop was an absolute eye opener and activities resulting from it should be 

reported in the next quarter. The bottom line is that libraries are very important partners in 

community development as they are providers of information which facilitate knowledge. 

Applied knowledge is power. Libraries are therefore fellow agents of change. We at Lintle 

Community are excited about this and look forward to working with librarians in Tshwane 

and informing our community accordingly. 

 

 

 

Our project coordinator Lerato Mabakoena Makhele 

The trainees posing with their facilitators 



 

Capacity Building for NGOs 

The office pair is also currently registered for a six months course on capacity building at 

UNISA and will be doing other short courses as the year progresses. The main objective is to 

sharpen our delivery skills to meet the standards demanded by the trees and the fields of 

the land as referred to earlier on. 

Community engagement 

Woman Entrepreneurship training our trainees   

Six (6) of the 13 aspiring entrepreneurs who were trained by Lintle during the global 

entrepreneurship week in November 2012 attended the WEP mentioned above. The rest of 

the group were not invited to the training as the training was for women only. Lintle also 

recruited 3 other recruits into the WEP. These three candidates now have an option of 

joining our trainees for coaching and mentorship if they so desire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

School outreach 

As soon as the schools had opened, Lintle visited Dimakatso Primary school. Firstly the 

learners were addressed on the question of guarding our hearts as out of it comes the issues 

of life. The learners were engaged in an activity which hopefully demonstrated the “garbage 

in, garbage out” concept to them. Educators, learners and our team had fun watching the 

learners try very much to turn tennis balls into money. After much effort of turning the 

tennis balls into money, a bag full of tennis balls was emptied on the floor and out came 

tennis balls! The tennis balls remained what they were in the bag regardless of all the efforts 

including the magic word “abracadabra”. The moral of the story was “what goes in comes 

out”. A lesson all of us can learn and live by. 

 

 

 

 

Some of the young women 
registering at Telokom 

The three candidates recruited by Lintle One of Lintle candidates at the launch of 
WEP 

A learner picking up the tennis balls...they had not 
turned into money 

Dimakatso learners assemble for Lintle presentation 



 

Our team also spent some time with the learner leadership team encouraging them to be 

the best they can be and show the educators that they were right in choosing them as 

leaders for 2013. 

We had fun distributing some 8ta aprons to the learners. Leaders use aprons for easy 

identification when they are on duty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second visit to Dimakatso was to meet the parent community of the school. Here we 

engaged on the three legged pot illustration in education of the leaner. The issue was that 

parents, teachers and the learners themselves should be effectively engaged otherwise the 

“pot “will not balance. A number of practical ways by which the parents could support their 

children were shared. One of the most important matters in supporting the children was 

identified as a home environment conducive to learning. Relationships in the home were 

discussed albeit briefly. The biggest gift parents can give to children was said to be a 

functional home as it provides a feeling of security to children.  

This visit seemed to be completing the “pot” for Lintle as all three “legs” of the pot had been 

addressed. The educator, learner and the parent 

  

Parents participate in the discussion The pot and the triangle explained 

8ta daar!!! The leaders display their 8ta aprons with great pride 



 

A visit to Tumelo home 

We had a visit to Tumelo home and delivered some food stuffs donated by Golden Key UP 

chapter. We spent some time encouraging the workers as usual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Love In Action Children’s home 

The LIA home is now on the second phase of Morula Sun benevolence which we are very 

proud to have facilitated. The ceiling is on the wall. The contractor is now working on the 

floors and completing the plumbing including the paraplegic toilet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we go forward, we need more volunteers than we have ever imagined. The work is 

growing and so is the need for human resources. Soon we will be calling for weekend 

outreach support in the form of labour, (skilled and otherwise) and other resources.  

We are thankful for our supporters and want to say a big thank you to the following first 

time supporters: 

National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund (NLDTF).  

The NLDTF funding has made a big difference and caused us to grow. In working to meet the 

demands and conditions that go with the funding, we found opportunities for growth and 

development of our team and those around us including our beneficiary community. As we 

Gladys receives the goodies 

 LIA home now Work in the paraplegic toilet begins 



improve on our skills our beneficiaries will reap excellence in how we serve them and 

interact with them. Le ka moso!!  

Telkom Foundation 

We appreciate the contribution of the Telkom foundation. WEP has meant a lot to the 

trainers at Lintle. Our six candidates received coaching on business plan and this provided a 

big relief to Lintle trainers as they only had to supervise the business plans of the male 

candidates from the 2012 training. It has also meant a lot to the candidates. Those who 

submitted their assignments will receive a certificate from an academic institution in 

addition to their certificates from Lintle. 

University of Pretoria  

The programme was delivered effectively and the team was committed to their task. The 

team also provided and continues to provide amazing support from other sources, thus 

create numerous concurrent platforms for networking and consultation. Lintle looks 

forward to doing some grassroots work in collaboration with UP. 

American embassy and LIASA 

The more community partnerships the better and yes, the merrier. We appreciate the 

opportunity given to us for information sharing platforms and an opportunity to be involved 

in training South African librarians in methods of making health information more 

accessible. South Africans should participate in making the millennium goals a reality in their 

own lives and all of us need to make informed decisions.  

Lastly we salute our all time supporter, the Hatfield Christian Church North (HCCN). The 

church was the first to believe in our vision and she is still walking with us even today. Our 

volunteers, our board, our funders, keep walking with us. You give us wings to fly. You put 

the melody in our song and rhythm in our dance. Once more we borrow from the words of 

the late Chinua Achebe (May his sol rest in peace): We have no mouth with which to thank 

you. 

Contact us 

Office: (012) 329 4340. Fax: 086 549 7430. Email address: info@dintlecommunity.org 

Website: www.dintlecommunity.org. Find us on Charity SA website and vote for us. Join our 

group on face book. 
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